Family
Activity Worksheet

by local Artist Rachel Hogg

Learn to press your own flowers

Make your
own pressed
flower
collection
using a book.

“As an artist I gather lots of
inspiration
from local gardens, I enjoy
drawing the beautiful plants
and exploring the different
things found in the garden.
Pressing flowers has helped
me to make more detailed
observations of the plants that
I draw and understand their
delicate form.”
- Rachel Hogg

This is a traditional
flower press used for
pressing flowers.

Step 1: You will need
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

One heavy book.
A collection of flowers
either from your garden, a
shop or local park. If you
have a bunch of flowers
in your house you could
press some of the flowers
before the flowers start to
wither.
Extra books for weights.
One of the following
types of paper; kitchen
roll/baking paper/ coffee
filter/ parchment paper
PVA glue and glue
spreader.
Piece of A4 card of any
colour.
Something to write with.

What kind of
flowers live in your
garden?
Maybe a Daisy or a
Buttercup? Can
you find and name
them?

Step 2: Open your chosen
book to the middle and
place a piece of paper
(baking/kitchen/
parchment) inside.
Then place one of your
flowers flat on top of the
paper.

This wild flower is called
‘Jack by the hedge’ and is
commonly found in the UK
during April & March.

Step 3: Place another
piece of paper on top
of the flower, then
close the book.

Step 4: Place the other
books you’ve collected
on top of the book with
the flowers in and
leave for two to three
weeks.

Wood Cranesbill

Step 6: Label
your flowers
with their
name and the
date you
collected
them.

Bugle

Dandelion

Step 5: Once your
flowers are pressed
take them out of the
book and carefully
glue them in rows to a
piece of card.

